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The recent wide use of interactive mapping technologies such as geographical information 
systems and global positioning systems (GPS) enhance the effects of maps and mapping on our 
experience of place and landscape. An interesting turn on this process is the use of vocal 
instructions in GPS systems and various audio guides. Our panoptic maps now have a panoptic 
voice which has become part of our daily soundtrack. In addition to the mental experience of being 
led, the “talking map” mixes different levels of representation: maps, spatial practices and speech 
acts. 

I try to use a musical and poetic ear to explore the effect of maps and mapping technologies on the 
experience of place. My sound poem called “map-song” uses the idea of “playing a map” - creating 
a live soundtrack mixing cartography and sonic composition. The work can be viewed as a sonic 
implementation of the urban practice of walking which Michel de Certeau referred to as a “chorus 
of idle footsteps”.  I map an area using sound recordings of my footsteps in different locations. The 
clips, sorted according to sonic and thematic parameters, are mapped to a keyboard. I can play my 
walks on the keyboard and also perform impossible walks that I imagine. An additional vocal layer 
consists of verbal walking instructions that are transformed into a poetic text evoking the place’s 
invisible borderlines and repressed memories. 

This presentation will consist of a short introductory talk about sound art practices in response to 
cartography and contemporary mapping technologies. It will be followed by short live text sound 
performance on a sonic-verbal mappings of a former Lepers’ Hospital in Jerusalem.

Josef Sprinzak (josefspr@hotmail.com) is a vocal performance artist, sound artist, teacher and 
researcher, among the first sound poets in Israel. Currently conducting his post-doc research in the 
“Daat Hamakom” Center for Modern Jewish Culture and in the Theater Studies department in the 
Hebrew University.
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